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Cisco ios commands cheat sheet

Cheatography LevelModePrompt1User EXECDevice&gt;2 ExECDeviceprivile#3Global ConfigDevice(config)#4aInterface ConfigDevice(config-if)#4bLine ConfigDevice(config-line) Up ArrowAutomatically retract types of last command parts+Shift+6Oh crap, stop! (Cancels what you're currently doing) Ctrl+CExits config modeCtrl+ZApplies current command
&amp; returns to priv. EXECCtrl+UErases mode anything in the current prompt lineTabCompletes abbreviated command CommandInformation Displayedshow versionIOS, memory capacity, etc.show mac address-tableMAC MAC, IP, etc. for Gigabit Ethernet 0/0show ip codation, IP, status, etc. (all interfaces) ModeFunctionsdm Command pre dual defglobal
configused if the switch does not take the IPv6 ShortCommandComplete Commandenenable EXEC &gt; priv address. EXECconf terminalpriv tconfig. EXEC &gt; configintglobal global config interface &gt; configlilineglobal config interface &gt; line configsh runshow running-configshows current configcop r scopy running-config startup-configsaves current gno
ip dom lono ip the router of domain appearance seekrouter to try to read bad cmds as host namesera star [Tab]erase startup-configMUST use after labs to reset router configs!del vlan.datdelete vlan.datMUST use after labs to reset router configs!  CommandFrom ModeOO that it doeshostname xyzglobal configsets hostname for xyzglobal secret xyzglobal
configsets encrypted password for priv. EXEC for xyzservice password-encryptglobal configencrypts all passwordsline console 0global configenters line config mode for consoleline vty 0 15global configenters line config mode for 16 lines vty xyzline configsets line password for xy zloginline configenables users to loginint vlan 1global configenters interface
configenters interface config mode for vlan1ip address [IP] [subnet]interface configsets IP addressno shutinterface configturns on interfacebanner motd #Text#global configsets motd banner CommandFrom ModeFunction interface g0/1global configenters config interface for Gigabit Ethernet 0/1ip IP address/prefixinterface configsets interface IPv4 addressno
shutinterface configturns in interfacedescription description textinterface confided to document information about interfaceip iv6 ip address/prefix configsets Interface IPv6 addressipv6 IP address/prefix link-localinterface configsets interface IPv6 link-local addressipv6 unicast-routingglobal configenables IPv6 routing intermediate beginner commands cisco
networking ios cli We compensate for our carbon use with Ecologi. Click on the link below to help us! ;&gt; 2 pages Your download will begin automatically in 5 seconds. Close This is just a collection of basic Cisco IOS commands to configure Ciscoswitches and routers. Cisco IOS versions: (major version). (minor version (version number). (provisional
constructor number)) Identifier. Where the identifier is (T)echnology, (B)roadband, (E)nterprise, (S)ervice Provider,XA = Special Functionality, XB.. Standard Packaging/Feature Sets: Providing Basic IP Routing, Enhanced: Full IPv4 Routing Support, Advanced IP Services: How Enhanced with IPv6 Support. Configure the router Simply logged into Executive
User Mode, to get privileged mode MyRouter$enabling To access the global configuration mode MyRouter# conf t Interface Mode MyRouter(config)# Interface GigabitEthernetX/YMyRouter(config-int)# Routing configuration mode MyRouter(config)# routing-protocol-name (e.g., ospf, rip, .) MyRouter(config-route)# Configure the router name MyRouter$ enable
MMyRouter# conf mMyRouter(config)# hostname XoolRouterXoolRouter(config)# To set the time correctly XoolRouter(config)# clock-timezone CET 1XoolRouter(config)# clock daylight saving time CEST recurring last Sun Mar 1:00 last Sunday 1:00 Set up internal name servers for use on the drive XoolRouter(config)# ip name-server a.b.c.d Configure NTP
XoolRouter(config)# ntp server a.b.c.d Set port description, port description, description of the door, description of the door, description of the door, description of the door, description of the door, description of the port. inttypeEthernetStackMemberNum/CardNum/PortNum XoolRouter(config)# GigabitEthernet0/1XoolRouter interface(config-int)# description
TO: UPLINK Disable/shut down a Port XoolRouter(config-int)# close Set a port for trunk mode (isl or 802.8 1q vlan xoolrouter(config-int)# switchportXoolRouter mode trunk(config-int)# switchport encapsulation dot1q Set allowed vlan on interface in XoolRouter trunk mode(config-int)# switchport trunk allowed vlan add 100 Note: Standard is to allow each vlan.
Remember to have added before the vlan number or you will deny all the allowed config-vlan in the interface! Set a native vlan on a trunk port, all packets not marked with xoolrouter (config-int)# switchport headers are native vlan 1 Gotcha: If the interface at the other end is in standard config, at least with the 3560 series (switchport dynamic auto mode) the
switches will negotiate this to be a trunk interface and therefore all packets are marked. Set an interface/port to access on vlan 100 XoolRouter(config-int)# switchport accessXoolRouter(config-int)# switchport access vlan 100 To deny a XoolRouter(config-int)# command without closed IP address Add to XoolRouter(config-int)# interface no ip address a.b.c.d
(netmask) Relay transmission (e.g. to dhcp server) XoolRouter(config-int)# ip helper-address a.b.c.d Enable routing on the switch (a.b.c.d = def gw). Note: When ip routing is enabled, the default-gateway ip command is not in use. If you enable ip routing without the ip route 0.0.0.0... command you may lose connection with your equipment! Equipment! ip
route 0.0.0.0 0 0.0 a.b.c.dXoolRouter(config)# ip routing Port shaping a Gigabit Port to 100Mbit XoolRouter(config)# mls qosXoolRouter(config)# class -map match-all inXoolRouter(config-cmap)# match-access-group 110XoolRouter(config-cmap)# policy-map 100mbit-inXoolRouter(config-pmap)# class inXoolRouter (config-pmap)# police 100000000 00000
00000(config-pmap)# Interface GigabitEthernet0/5XoolRouter(config-int)# speed 100 0XoolRouter(config-int)# duplex fullXoolRouter(config-int)# service-policy 100mbit-in NOTE: The above commands where in bits while the bandwidth limit srr-queue is percen of the port. So if you want a policed gigabitport for anything below 10Mbit, you'll need to set the
speed to 10 or 100 on the port. XoolRouter(config-int)# srr-queue bandwidth limit 10 Show active configuration and record changes. Note: When in configuration mode commands can be executed in Priviliged mode, the command does in front. XoolRouter(config)# of sh runXoolRouter(config)# endXoolRouter# write Upgrade IOS XoolRouter# copy
tftp://a.b.c.d/filename.bin flash: To restart the Router XoolRouter# reload To restart the drive when a time delay of e.g. 15 minutes passed XoolRouter# recharge in 15 Cancel a cancellation of pending reload XoolRouter# By Edward Tetz To create and configure a Cisco network, you need to know about routers and switches to develop and manage secure
Cisco systems. Learn about Cisco network devices and code listings; and figure out how to manage static routing and view routing information. Although you may not be able to use the OSI model every day, you should be familiar with it, specifically when working with Cisco switches and routers (which operate in Layer 2 and Layer 3, respectively). Here are
some of the items that operate at each level of the OSI model: Layer 7 Description Examples. Application Responsible for the start or services of the request. SMTP, DNS, HTTP and Telnet 6. Presentation Formats the information so that it is understood by the receiving system. Compression and encryption depending on implementation 5. Session
Responsible for establishing, managing and terminating the session. NetBIOs 4. Transport Divides information into segments and is responsible for connection and communication without connection. TCP and UDP 3. Network Responsible for logical addressing and IP routing, ICMP, ARP, RIP, IGRP and routers 2. Data link Responsible for physical
addressing, error correction, and information preparation for media MAC address, CSMA/CD, switches, and bridges 1. The physicist deals with the electrical signal. Cables, connectors, hubs, and repeaters Like all networks, a Cisco network needs to be configured correctly. To do this, you need to know the configuration modes to use when setting up your
network. you should also know how to configure an interface, configure a switch management interface, and an interface to use DHCP for your Cisco network. Cisco network configuration modes When you move on Cisco IOS, you'll see many prompts. These prompts change as you move from one configuration mode to another. Here is a summary of the
main configuration modes: User EXEC mode: When you connect to a Cisco device, the default configuration mode is the user's executive mode. With user executive mode, you can view device settings but not make changes. You know you are in the user's EXEC mode because the IOS prompt displays a &gt;. Privileged EXEC mode: To make changes to
the device, you must navigate to privileged EXEC mode, where you may be required to enter a password. Privileged EXEC mode is displayed with a # in the prompt. Global configuration mode: Global configuration mode is where you go to make global changes to the router, such as the host name. To navigate to the global configuration mode from privileged
EXEC mode, type configure terminal or conf t where you will be placed in the prompt (config)#. Sub Prompts: There are a number of sub prompts other than the global configuration mode that you can navigate, such as interface requests to modify settings on a specific interface, or the line prompts you to modify the different device ports. Configure a Cisco
network interface When working with particular routers, but also when dealing with the management interface on switches, you will often need to configure network interfaces that will match physical interface ports or virtual interfaces in the form of a VIRTUAL LAN interface (VLAN) (when dealing with switches). For router interfaces, the following example will
set speed, duplex, and IP configuration information for the FastEthernet 0/0 interface (note the interface reference as slot/port). In the case of the router, the interface is enabled using the no-shutdown command in the final step; interfaces on the switches are enabled by default. Roter1&gt;Level Rotador1#configure terminal Router1(config)#interface
FastEthernet0/0 Router1(config-if)#description Private LAN Router1(config-if)#speed 100 Router1(config-if)#duplex full router1(11) (config -if)#ip address 192.168.1.1 255.255.255.0 Router1(config-if)#no Shutdown Set up a cisco network switch management interface for your switches, to enable an IP address in your management interface, you will use
something similar to this example. In this example, management is being performed on vlan 1 - the default VLAN. Switch1&gt;oubível Switch1#configure terminal Switch1#interface VLAN 1 Switch1(config-if)#ip address 192.168.1.241 255.255.255.255.255.255.255.0 Configure an interface to use DHCP for Cisco network If you want to configure a router
change to retrieve your IP configuration information from a network dynamic host configuration protocol (DHCP) server, then you can commands like the Example. Roter1&gt;enável Router1#configuree Terminal Router1(config)#interface FastEthernet0/0 Router1(config-if)#ip dhcp When working with your Cisco network, you may want to separate users into
different transmission domains for security or traffic reduction. You can do this by implementing VLANs. The following example will create VLAN (VLAN2) and place the ports on a switch (from 1 to 12) on VLAN2. Switch1&gt;Level Switch1#configure terminal Switch1(config)#interface vlan 2 Switch1(config-if)#description Finance VLAN Switch1(config-if)#exit
Switch1(config)#interface FastEthernet 0/1 range , Fast O Switch1(config-if-range) #switchport access to Switch1(config-if-range)#switchport vlan access 2 If you are connecting two switches together, then you will want to allow all configured VLANs to pass between the two switches. This is done by deploying a trunk port. To configure port 24 on the switch
to be a trunk port, you will use the following code: Switch1&gt;ouable Switch1#configure terminal Switch1(config)#interface FastEthernet 0/24 Switch1(config-if-range)#switchport mode trunk Don't be afraid to use EtherChannel on your Cisco network. EtherChannel allows you to grab up to eight network ports on the switch and treat them as a single larger
link. This can be used to connect servers with multiple network cards that are connected (or in team) to a switch or to connect multiple switches together. There are two main trading protocols, the Port Aggregation Protocol (PAgP), which is a proprietary Cisco protocol, and the Link Aggregation Control Protocol (LACP), which is an open standards protocol. To
set EtherChannel to use with protocols, you will configure it to support one of the following modes. auto: Sets the interface to respond to PAgP trading packets, but the interface will start trading on its own. desireable: Sets the interface to actively attempt to negotiate a PAgP connection. in: Forces the connection to bring all links without using a protocol to
negotiate connections. This mode can only connect to another device that is also configured to connect. When using this mode, the switch does not negotiate the link using PAgP or LACP. Active: Sets the interface to actively attempt to negotiate connections with other LACP devices. Passive: Sets the interface to respond to LACP data if it receives
negotiation requests from other systems. The following example will configure EtherChannel to use group 11 and 12 ports on the switch together using PAgP as a protocol. The same type of command would be used on the switch to which Switch1 is connected. Switch1&gt; activate Switch1# configure terminal Switch1(config)# interface range
FastEthernet0/11 -12 Switch1(config-if-range)# switchport mode access Switch1(config-if-range)# switchport access vlan 10 channel-group 5 modo desejável Spanning Tree Protocol (STP) (STP) you should create redundant loops on your Cisco network for fault tolerance and prevent inadvertent loops that can be created on your network to untie the knees
of the network. The following code will allow Cisco's proprietary Vlan Fast Spanning Tree Protocol (PVST) on the open standard of multiple spanning tree protocol (MSTP). In addition to configuring STP on the switch, you will also configure port 2 on the switch to portfast, which allows the port to make the immediate transition to forwarding mode. Switch1&gt;
activate Switch1# configure terminal Switch1(config)#spanning-tree mode rapid-pvst Switch1(config)#interface FastEthernet 0/2 Switch1(config-if)#spanning-tree portfast %Warning: the portfast should only be enabled on ports connected to a single host. Connecting hubs, hubs, switches, bridges, etc... for this interface when portfast is enabled, it can cause
temporary bridge loops. Use CAREFULLY %Portfast will be configured on 10 interfaces due to the range command, but will only take effect when the interfaces are in a non-trunk mode. When working with your routers on your Cisco network, it is very likely that you want to have your routers route data. The first step for your router to pass data from one
interface to another interface is to enable routing; just use these commands. Router &gt;1&gt;Rotator level 1#configure terminal Router1(config)#ip routing Whether or not you choose to use a dynamic routing protocol, you can add static routes to your router. The following will add a static route to Router1 to send data to network 192.168.5.0/24 using the
router with the IP address of 192.168.3.2. Router 1&gt;ouável Rotador1#configure terminal Router1(config)#ip routing Router1(config)#ip route 192.168.5.0 255.255.255.0255.0 192.168.3.2 Manage the routing information protocol for cisco networking routing information protocol (RIP) is widely used, with version 2 allowing you to use Variable Length Subnet
Masks (VLSM) throughout your network. The following code will allow routing, activate RIP, set RIP to version 2, disable route summary, set the distributed network of this router to 192.168.5.0/24, and instead of transmitting routes, send RIP data directly to 192.168.1.1. Router2&gt;ensible Router2#configure terminal Router2(config)#ip routing
Router2(config)#router rip Router2(config-router)#version 2 Router2(config-router)#no automatic summary router1 (config route)#network 192 Manage #neighbor the enhanced internal gateway routing protocol for the Cisco networking Enhanced Interior Gateway Routing Protocol (EIGRP) is the updated version of IGRP. The following code will allow EIGRP
using a number of 100 STANDALONE) of 100, will distribute two networks and disable automatic summary. Roter2&gt;enável Rotador2#configure terminal Router2(config)#ip routing Router2(config)#router eigrp 100 100 192.168.1.0 Router2(config-router)#network 192.168.5.0 Router2(config-router)#no self-summary Open Path Management first for the
Cisco Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) network is a link state protocol that is widely used. OSPF uses the loopback interface address as the OSPF identifier, so this example will define the loopback interface address and then enable OSPF with a process ID of 100 and distribute a network of 192,168,255,254 and a network of 192,168. 5.0/24
Router2&gt;enável Router2#configure terminal Router2(config)#interface loopback 0 Router2(config-if)#ip address 192.. 168.255.254 255.255.255.0 Router2(config-if)#exit Router2(config)#router ospf 2100 Router2(config-router)#network 192.168.255.254 0.0.0.0 area 0 Router2(config-router)#network 192.168.5.0 0.0.255 area 0 After configuring any routing
protocol you want to implement – RIP, OSPF, or EIGRP - you can view all your routing information through the IP route command. The following is an example of the output of this command. The output includes a legend showing the codes for each routing protocol, and the specific routes are identified by the source protocol. Router2&gt;enable Password:
Router2#show ip route Codes: C - connected, S - static, R - RIP, M - mobile, B - BGP D - EIGRP, EX - EIGRP external, O - OSPF, IA - OSPF inter area N1 - OSPF NSSA external type 1, N2 - OSPF NSSA external type 2 E1 - OSPF external type 1, E2 - OSPF external type 2 i - IS-IS, su - IS-IS summary, L1 - IS-IS level-1, L2 - IS-IS level-2 ia - IS-IS inter
area, * - candidate default, U - per-user static route o - ODR, P - periodic downloaded static route Gateway of last resort is not set D 192.168.10.0/24 [90/284160] via 192.168.1.1, 00:04:19, FastEthernet0/0 O 192.168.10.0/24 [110/11] via 192.168.1.1, 00:01:01, FastEthernet0/0 R 192.168.10.0/24 [120/1] via 192.168.1.1, 00:00:07, FastEthernet0/0 C
192.168.5.0/24 is directly connected, FastEthernet0/1 C 192.168.1.0/24 is directly connected , FastEthernet0/0 S 192.168.3.0/24 [1/0] via 192.168.1.1 Security is always a concern, and your Cisco network needs to be properly protected. In the following sections, you see how to protect your Cisco network by configuring NAT, configuring an ACL, and applying
that ACL. Securing your Cisco network by configuring NAT The following commands are used to configure NAT overload services on a router called Router1. In this example, a list of source addresses is created in the #1 access list, which is then used as the internal source list. The FastEthernet 0/0 port is the overloaded public address port for your input.
Router 1&gt;ouável Router1#configure terminal Router1(config)#access list 1 permission 10.0.0.0 0 0 0.255.255.255.255 Route 1(config)#ip nat within source list 1 FastEthernet interface 0/0 Router1(config)#interface FastEthernet0/0 Router1(config-if)#ip nat out out FastEthernet0/1 Router1(config-if)#ip nat in Protecting Your Cisco Network by configuring an
Access Control List (ACL) ACLs are used to control traffic flow. They can be used to allow or deny traffic flow. The two main types of ACLs are: standard ACLs, which have fewer options for sorting data and controlling traffic flow than extended acls. They are only able to manage traffic based on the source IP address. These ACLs are numbered from 1 to 99
and from 1300 to 1999. Extended ACLs, which provide the ability to filter or control traffic based on a variety of criteria, such as source or destination IP addresses, as well as protocol type such as ICMP, TCP, UDP, or IP. These ACLs are numbered from 100 to 199 and from 2000 to 2699. To create a standard ACL, you can use the following example that
will create an ACL that allows traffic to the 192.168.8.0/24 network. Switch1&gt;ouável Switch1#configure terminal Switch1(config)#access list 50 allows 192.168.8.0 0.0.255 To create an extended ACL, you can use the following example that will create an ACL that allows traffic with addresses on 1 92.168.8.0/24 network ports and tcp of 80 (http) or 443
(https): Rotatorter1&gt;seable router 1#configure terminal Router1(config)#access-list 101 This ACL must control external router traffic. Roter1(config)#access-list 101 allow tcp 192.168.8.0 0.0.255 any eq 80 Router1(config)#access-list 101 allow tcp 192.. 168.8.0 0.0.255 any eq 443 Protecting your Cisco network by applying an access control list After you
have created an Access Control List (ACL), such as the ACL 101 created above, you can apply this ACL to an interface. In the following example, this ACL is placed to restrict outbound traffic on FastEthernet0/1. Roter1&gt;Rotador level1#configure terminal Router1(config)#interface FastEthernet0/1 Router1(config-if)#ip access group 101 out
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